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ABSTRACT 
 

The response time is a significant key factor in how the user experience is perceived by the user of a                    

system. Several methods can be used to keep the response time low. In this study we compare both                  

text and binary based data interchange formats. We investigate what effect computation location,             

choice of data interchange format, caching and GZIP compression has on the response time, using two                

types of objects.  

We perform a series of computation experiments in which a client requests a varying amount               

of data from a server using the HTTP protocol. Computations are either performed directly on the                

client, or delegated to the server. We compare XML, JSON and Protobuf to find the optimal transport                 

data interchange format. Further, we examine what role compression has on large datasets.  

Protobuf exhibits the lowest response time when bandwidth is constrained. Otherwise, JSON            

outperforms both XML and Protobuf. When the request size is the same, or the bandwidth is not                 

limited, the best performing interchange format is the one requiring the least amount of processing.               

When any amount of computation is required, the server outperforms the client. However, when              

requesting data and caching the response, the client outperforms the server when the amount of               

objects is lower than 100. 

 

Keywords: Computation, Data interchange format, Response Time, HTTP 
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1 Introduction 

The number of web services has been growing ever since the introduction of the web and at the same                   

time the number of internet connected devices are growing like never before. The number of               

connected devices is predicted to reach 50 billion by the year 2020 [7]. End users are expecting more                  

performance from these services and their devices, while the amount of transferred data grows. We’re               

interested in the interplay between data processing, serialization and transport on both the client and               

server software. The chosen topic is a performance evaluation of the common web stack where the                

response time of a request will be measured and evaluated. All in an effort to enable developers to                  

give the end user a better experience. 

1.1 Background 

Modern web applications are getting bigger and more complex by each year – they are no longer a                  

collection of hyperlinked static documents [14]. The ecosystem is thriving; never before have we seen               

this much activity happening in the space. Web applications are often more desired by customers,               

since they are both cheaper to produce and platform independent in comparison to native applications.               

Browsers are becoming more and more powerful but naturally, this comes at a price: the web                

application is unable to leverage all the features and potential speedups provided by the operating               

system.  

 

In the most common scenario, modern web applications are served from a server and the data is                 

obtained from a REST API [8] in a structured way using a data interchange format, most commonly                 

JSON or XML. Process intensive tasks are either performed by the API itself, delegated to a third                 

party process or a third party API. The purpose is to off-load the client from processing and using it                   

purely to present the data it has been given. 

 

In real world scenarios, the response time is a significant key factor in how the user experience is                  

perceived by the user of a system [9]. “The response time of a WWW service often plays an important                   

role in its success or demise” [10]. Meaning that poor user experience will encourage customers to                

look for other alternatives. How to get the lowest possible response time in a system is therefore a key                   

issue for many companies today. This makes it very important to understand the key factors that are                 

affecting the response time in a client / server architecture. 
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Daniel Andresen and Tao Yang argue that “Augmenting a server with multiprocessor support and              

shifting computation to client-site machines can substantially improve system response times and for             

some applications, it may also reduce network bandwidth requirements.” [11]. Today, practically all             

PCs and mobile devices run on multicore processors and in addition, web browsers are starting to                

support multithreading [12]. Browser based clients are indeed able to do substantial data computation              

on their own. 

 

1.2 Focus 

The focus of this thesis will be to measure the response time from when the request is initiated from a                    

client, to when the client has received the response and the data is in it’s desired state, i.e. the data has                     

been transferred to the client and has been processed in either the server or the client. This study will                   

investigate the following key factors and how it is affecting the total response time: 

 

● At what level in the web stack it is most favorable perform data computation, for example sort                 

different types of data, a very common use case for web services. 

● Caching data on the client after initial page load where computation is needed on the same                

dataset. 

● What effect the data interchange formats have on the response time and measure the              

efficiency of processing on both actors in the client-server model. 

● The effect of compressing the data sent between the server and the client. 

 

Differing input size from modest to substantial datasets will be used the answer how the all the                 

different factors are affected and thereby how the response time is affected. 

 

A great amount of research has been performed on how data interchange formats compare to one and                 

other (in terms of size, serialization and deserialization speed) [1, 3, 13]. A lot of research has been                  

done on algorithms that perform a certain task, such as sorting. Our research will focus on using the                  

interchanging formats to transport data over the network with varying dataset sizes and use the               

transferred data to perform calculations using standardized sorting algorithms. We are interested in the              

total response time; from the point that the data is requested by the client, to the point that the data is                     

in its desired state on the client. This includes tasks normally performed on the API level, e.g. sorting                  

or filtering. 
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1.3 Beneficiaries 

The result from this thesis is of great value to software developers and companies developing a system                 

that consists of a client and a server. Based on the conclusions of this thesis they will be able to make                     

advantageous decisions on where to perform certain types of data processing, the importance of data               

size and how much influence data compression and different interchange formats have on the              

response time. Our hope is to deliver results which will provide a good basis for decisions that will                  

allow systems to perform better and offer users an improved user experience. 
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2 Research questions 

● RQ1: How does the choice of data interchange format affect the response time? 

● RQ2: How does GZIP affect the response time? 

● RQ3: Where is it most favourable to perform calculations in order to decrease the response               

time, client or server? 

● RQ4: In the case of caching, how does a already cached dataset influence the results in terms                 

of total time of execution? 

● RQ5: What amount of computation favors performing data computation on the client or the              

server? 

 

RQ1 and RQ2 both involves the transferral of data within a HTTP request, with varying dataset size.                 

RQ3, RQ4 and RQ5 do not only involve the time that comes from the transferral of data, but instead                   

involve the time that comes from what is actually done with the data, either at the server or the client.                    

Together, the research questions investigate all parts of a HTTP request. 

 

All research questions above aim to answer the effect of certain key factors affecting the response                

time of HTTP requests made to a REST API. As stated in the introduction the response time is a                   

significant key factor in the perceived user experience of a web service [9], potentially affecting the                

success of a web service. 
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3 Theory 

3.1 Design of literature review 

The literature review was performed using search engines tailored for research purposes. The search              

engines used searches across a large number of research publications in order to find the most relevant                 

literature. The following search engines and publications were used to find scholarly literature for this               

thesis: 

 

● Google Scholar 

● Summon@BTH 

● IEEE Xplore 

● DiVA 

 

In order to find the most relevant scholarly literature a very large number of different search strings                 

was used throughout the writing of this thesis. No single one search string would not in any database                  

find all relevant literature needed in preparation for this thesis. The search strings used were largely                

composed of the following key-words: 

 

● Client Server Processing 

● Data computation 

● Data interchange format 

● Data processing 

● Efficiency 

● HTTP/1.1 

● JSON 

● Marshalling 

● Object Serialization / Deserialization 

 

● Performance 

● Protobuf 

● REST 

● RESTful 

● Response Time 

● Tolerable Delay 

● Usability 

● Web Services 

● WWW 

 

Examples of search strings used are: 

● “Serialization OR Deserialization JSON AND protobuf” 

● “Tolerable response times on the web”  
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In order to increase the level of quality of the literature review all references to scholarly articles are                  

all from peer-reviewed publications. Once we gathered a satisfactory amount of research papers             

related to our field of study, we employed a systematic review of the references. To filter relevant                 

from non-relevant literature the abstract and conclusion was first read as to quickly asses if the paper                 

was relevant for this study. Relevant papers and literature was thoroughly read to understand how the                

experiments in earlier studies were performed and how the data gained was evaluated. 

 

When snowballing (a technique where you follow references in order to find more articles) we               

decided not to delve deeper than three levels. 
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3.2 Literature review results 

In this thesis we aim to provide results that will enable developers and software engineers among                

others to design the architecture of their web services in a more efficient way, in order to maximize                  

the performance of the system and lower the response times. We need to analyse the data from the                  

experiments, understand how the results produced would affect the users and the user experience of a                

web service. 

3.2.1 Interchange formats 

Computer Science is a fast paced field of study; processes and methodologies are developed              

continuously, some are either no longer in use today, others are being phased out by more                

sophisticated, programmer friendly solutions. One concrete example of a solution to get a smaller              

datasize is the use of an alternative to XML data interchange format, such as the JSON data                 1

interchange format. While XML is still in wide use today, it’s been criticized for being “overly                

verbose and not well suited for mobile environments” [1]. Research shows that XML is somewhat              

inferior to existing text-based alternatives when being compared in resulting filesize, serialization and             

deserialization execution time [1, 2]. For instance, when comparing text-based data interchange           

formats, research shows [1] that both average serialization and deserialization execution times are             

higher than those of JSON. In some circumstances, the average execution times when deserializing              

XML are doubled depending on which serialization library is used [2]. 

 

Another important factor which needs to be considered when deciding which interchange format is              

best suited for an application is the actual output size used for transport. Binary data interchange                

formats, such as Avro, Protobuf and Thrift produce significantly smaller output sizes than text-based              

serialization techniques [3]. 

 

Maeda K. (2012) conducted a series of experiments which serialized ten kinds of “Orders” objects in                

different data interchange formats, both XML and JSON could be found among them. Each “Order”               

object could be infused with additional “Options” objects, which contained a name and a price. It was                 

shown that JSON (without “Options” objects) had a 33.75% decrease in byte size as compared to                

XML. Binary data interchange formats, such as Avro, Protobuf and Thrift, displayed even greater              

decreases in byte sizes. When comparing average byte sizes for binary interchange formats (all              

1 Extensible Markup Language 
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without “Options” objects) to XML, Avro showed 69.38% a decrease, Protobuf 70.63% decrease and              

Thrift 51.25% decrease.  

 

Sumaray and Makki (2012) conducted a similar study where they used two types of objects for their                 

experiments; a Book object which “was designed to be heavy on text, and light on numerical values”                 

and a Video object which was designed to resemble a text that was shown to users on streaming video                   

websites, such as YouTube. Each type of object was both serialized and deserialized 1 000 times. For                 

text-based serialization, JSON displayed a 39.83% decrease in byte size for Video objects compared              

to XML. For binary based serialization, Protobuf displayed a 74.46% decrease and Thrift 60.17%              

decrease in byte size for Video objects compared to XML. Avro was not measured.  

 

Book objects which were quite different from Video objects, did not exhibit equally drastic decreases               

in byte size as compared to XML. The Book objects were designed to contain heavy amounts of text.                  

JSON displayed a 10.5% decrease while Protobuf and Thrift decreased 21.3% respectively 17.5% in              

comparison to XML. 

3.2.2 Response times 

"A Study on Tolerable Waiting Time: How Long Are Web Users Willing to Wait?" [4] (F. Nah,                 

2004) researched a number of previous studies, as well as performed own experiments on the subject                

of response times to see if the previous conclusions were true. The study describes what an important                 

source of information the world wide web has become, as well and how it is being used for everything                   

from entertainment and information search to online banking. An earlier survey is quoted saying that               

one of the most widespread opinions of the web is that takes too long to load webpages. Pointing to                   

the importance of understanding how long users are willing to wait for a web service; if a website                  

takes to long to load it’s rarely visited [4]. It’s expressed how it’s important for website designers                 

understand the importance of acceptable wait time, in order to enable them to make better decisions                

about the design of their services. 

 

Based on studies of earlier published articles in [4], several hypotheses were made for the tolerable                

waiting time threshold to be somewhere from 1 to 41 seconds. Experiments were performed where it                

was measured how long a user was willing to wait from clicking a link, to when they aborted the page                    

load due to it loading to slow, or not at all. 2 seconds was concluded as the average tolerable wait time                     

before users give up and try to find information elsewhere. 
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R. Ramakrishnan and E. Elnozahy (2001) argue the importance of better understanding how response              

times affect the user as well as the webservice itself by “The response time of a WWW service often                   

plays an important role in its success or demise” [10]. This paper presents a framework for measuring                 

the response times on the web from a user's perspective. Describing how two factors influence the                

response time “the network delay and the server side latency”. The experiments in this study are                

focusing on both of these factors, ensuring the results to be highly interesting for the community. 

3.2.3 Transferring serialized data in a larger context 

Searching for similar previously conducted research (in the aspect that the results of the study aim at                 

improving response times between a client and a server) it was found that a lot more research has been                   

conducted on the separate specific parts that affect the response time, than actually measuring how the                

response time is affected. As an example, numerous studies were found regarding how data              

interchange formats differ and compare to each other (how big the serialized data is between the                

different formats etc.). However, very few were found where they actually put these results into the                

context where it’s being used. For example how formats affect CPU and RAM usage of the machine,                 

or how they affect the response time between a client and server. 

 

The “Serialization in Akka.NET” [13] research paper focuses on a larger context and is quite related                

to our study. The main research question posed in that study was: can transferring data in Akka.NET                 

become more efficient by switching data interchange format from JSON to Protobuf? Further splitting              

this questing into subquestions: which interchange format is most efficient for transferring data             

between two machines over a network? This question is very similar to RQ1 stated in this thesis, both                  

questions aim to investigate if the choice of interchange format can improve the efficiency of               

transferring data, one in the web and one in Akka.NET. 

 

Akka is a toolkit for creating fast and reliable distributed systems on the Java Virtual Machine (JVM).                 

Akka.NET is a port of Akka that aims to offer the advantages of Akka to .NET developers. The size                   

of the serialized objects, as well as the time of serialization and the total time of a request between two                    

machines was measured. The data interchange formats measured in the study was JSON and Protobuf.               

The results of the experiments measuring the serialization size and time show very similar results to                

previous studies performed comparing different data interchange formats. Protobuf does show           

superior performance compared to JSON in both time and size of serialization. Three different              

message types were used during the experiments; message type one was a small message containing               

only one string, the other two were bigger objects containing several different data types. Protobuf               

showed better results compared to the other formats in most of the experiments measuring the total                
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request time. However, Protobuf was not the most efficient format for message type one. Protobuf               

did, for the other message types, outperform the other data interchange formats, and showed 1.15 to                

1.2 times faster total request time. From the experiments they conclude that Protobuf performs better               

the more data is being is being transferred. 

 

The results largely agree with previous studies showing that Protobuf performs worst when the data is                

very text heavy and best when the data is containing primitive data types - explaining why Protobuf                 

did not show better results with the message type that was only containing one string. 

 

3.2.4 Conclusion 

R. Ramakrishnan, E. Elnozahy (2001) [10] and F. Nah (2004) [4] show how important it is with low                  

response times. If load times can be reduced with as little as a second, the user experience could be                   

improved significantly and sometimes even affect whether the user will keep using the service or stop                

and look for other alternatives. The factors affecting the response time are therefore an interesting               

field of study. The results shown [1, 2, 3, 13] are encouraging for Protobuf, making it interesting to                  

see if the same advantages can be seen using it on the web. 

 

The studies included in the literature review have a positive attitude towards the binary data               

interchange formats. It’s even been shown that switching from JSON to Protobuf can have a positive                

impact on the efficiency of transferring data between two entities. The Protobuf and Avro interchange               

formats show the best results in regards to byte sizes, deserialization and serialization of objects.               

Protobuf does however perform poorly when string-based values are present.  
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3.3 Data interchange formats 

There are many data interchange formats available for public use. Table 3.1 below shows the               

differences between each data interchange format.  

 

Table 3.1. Comparison of data interchange formats 

Format Deserialization 
(browser) 

Transport 
format 

Human 
readable 

Definition Type system Introduction 
(circa.) 

XML Yes Text Yes Not required Via schemas 1996 

JSON Yes Text Yes Not required Yes, loose 2002 

Protobuf No Binary No Required Yes 2008 

 

 

● Deserialization (browser): Is the data interchange format serializable/deserializable natively         

by the browser? For instance, in the case of Protobuf, a 3rd party library must be used. 

● Transport format: How is the data interchange format transported? Transport formats often            

involve structural changes to pre-existing codebases. Receivers of data may need to be             

rewritten in older codebases, while new projects require careful architectural decisions. 

● Human readable: Is the data interchange format readable by humans? These criteria is often              

very helpful for debugging purposes. 

● Definition: Does the data interchange format require a definition file to function? This             

criteria can affect the amount of work that needs to be done to both consumers and producers. 

● Type system: Does the data interchange format have a built-in type system? This criteria may               

simplify the implementation of the data interchange format within the application itself. 

● Introduction: When was the data interchange format introduced? For instance, older           

interchange formats may be cumbersome to use, but very well supported in several             

programming languages either via native serialization / deserialization or third party libraries. 
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3.3.1 XML 

XML is a markup language which was developed by the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) in                2

1996. The markup language is a restricted subset of the Standard Generalized Markup Language              

(SGML) and has unsurprisingly many similarities to HTML. XML was not only designed to be used                

as a data interchange format, but also as a tool to describe and impose a meaning to documents.                  

Today, XML can be found in many productivity applications, such as Apple iWork, Microsoft Office               

and LibreOffice.  

 

The markup language is unique, since it provides a method of validating the documents which have                

been created. The validation is achieved via a schema. There are multiple methods in use for                

document conformance. The most common is DTDs (Document Type Definition) and XML Schema             

Definitions (XSDs). Both methods require the document to specify a reference to the validation              

method to use. 

 

XML documents consist of entities (formally storage units), which are the primary building blocks of               

the document, as shown in figure 3.1. 

 

<person nickname=”Johnny”> 
    <firstname>John</firstname> 
    <surname>Appleseed</surname> 
    <age>40</age> 
</person> 

(a) 
(b) 

Figure 3.1. XML structure of a Person entity 

 

A fragment of data can be represented within an element or as an attribute to a element. A element                   

consists of a starting- and ending tag. An starting tag consists of the name of the element which is                   

enclosed within a less-than (<) and larger than (>) character. An ending tag is similar, however, the                 

first less-than character is followed by a forward slash (/) (see b). The attribute, if available, is placed                  

inside of the starting tag and consists of a name and a value. The attribute name and the value are                    

separated by an equals (=) character (see a). The name of the attribute should be unique for the                  

element, and thus should not occur more than once within an element. 

 

As opposed to attributes, elements can occur multiple times within another element. This would              

resemble a tree structure, where the main element (the root element) would contain several children.               

2 Extensible Markup Language 
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Important to note is that elements must be arranged in such a way that the first opened element, must                   

be the last closed element. The parent-child nature of XML allows us to easily describe repetition                

within the document, as shown below in figure 3.2. 

 

<people> 
    <person> 
        <firstname>John</firstname> 
        <surname>Appleseed</surname> 
        <age>40</age>   
    </person> 
    <person>[...]</person> 
    [...] 
</people> 

Figure 3.2. XML document with repeating elements (nodes) 
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3.3.2 JSON 

JavaScript Object Notation (commonly abbreviated as “JSON”) is a open internet standard and is a               

structured data interchange format which was primarily used for web applications. Today, the format              

can normally be seen in most applications which utilize an asynchronous communication between a              

client and a server and has more or less replaced older interchange formats, such as XML. The JSON                  

data interchange format was first introduced in the early 2000s by Douglas Crockford. JSON has a                

likeness to the JavaScript programming language - it's not a coincidence - as certain elements are                

derived from object literals in JavaScript. The JSON data format is human readable and is text based.                 

The popularity and usage growth of JSON has increased partly due to its smaller footprint, simplicity                

and ease of use together with JavaScript [3]. Even though JSON is derived from JavaScript and easily                 

accessed by features of the language, it’s not exclusively used by JavaScript. On the contrary, JSON is                 

available to use in considerable amount of programming languages, such as C, C++, C#, Java, PHP                

and many more. Figure 3.3 below illustrates a JSON object which represents a fictional person. 

 

{ 
    “firstname”: “John”, 
    “surname”: “Appleseed”, 
    “age”: 40 
} 

Figure 3.3. JSON object 

 

JSON objects are enclosed within curly braces ({ and }) and consist of zero or more name/value pairs.                  

Each name/value pair is separated by a value-separator (:) and each pair is separated by a                

name/value-separator (,) as defined by RFC 7159 [5]. In this particular fictional “person” object, the               

names are described by “firstname” and “surname”, where their corresponding string values are             

“John” respectively “Appleseed”. Values enclosed by quotes (“) are defined as strings. If data              

contained in a value is one or more quotes, it must be escaped using the backslash character (\“), as                   

illustrated in figure 3.4 below.  

 

{ “escaped_string”: “\”When nothing goes right, go left.\” - Anonymous” } 

Figure 3.4. Escaped string 
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Whitespace has no significance outside of the structural characters (“{“, “}”, “[“, “]”, “:” and “,”), and                 

thus, figure 3.4 could be presented as one line. 

 

In order to transfer a collection of person objects, or people, the object must be enclosed within square                  

brackets ([ and ]). By definition, this is an array. Each object within the array is separated by a                   

value-separator (,) and can be of any length. Figure 3.5 below shows the example of an array. 

 

[ 
    { “firstname”: “John”, “surname”: “Appleseed”, “age”: 40, “image”: null }, 
    { “firstname”: “John”, “surname”: “Doe”, “age”: 35, “image”: “0945.jpg” } 
] 

Figure 3.5. An array of “person” objects. 

 

Values can be represented as objects, arrays, strings, numbers, booleans and null, where the last two                

are considered as literals by the specification. Additionally, JSON can be nested to any number of                

levels. See figure 3.6 for a detailed example. 

 

{ 
    “latitude”: 56.161224, 
    “longitude”: 15.586900,  
    “city”: null, 
    “country”: “Sweden”, 
    “shopping_area”: true, 
    “residential_area”: false, 
    “Industrial_area”: false, 
    “points_of_interest”: [ 
        { “name”: “Shop A”, “latitude”: 56.200, “longitude”: 15.500 }, 
        { “name”: “Shop B”, “latitude”: 56.300, “longitude”: 15.550 } 
    ] 
} 

Figure 3.6. JSON object 

 

When JSON is used as a data interchange format, it does not require a schema or a definition file in                    

order to be parsed by the receiver. The JSON must conform to the JSON grammar [5] as specified by                   

RFC 7159. The receiver-parser may have it’s own implementation and may set limits which have not                

been specified by the JSON grammar. For example, an recieving-parser may have limits on range and                

precision of numbers, nesting levels and character contents of strings [5]. 
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3.3.3 Protocol Buffers 

Protocol Buffers, or most commonly referred as “Protobuf” in this thesis, is a binary serialization data                

interchange format used to serialize structured data. Protocol buffers are efficient in serialization and              

small in output size. Initially, Protobuf was developed by Google for internal use in the early 2001                 

and was released in 2008 to the public as version 2 (“proto2”). The current version is proto3. A large                   

number of employees at Google use Protocol Buffers frequently; traces of Protobuf can be found in                

Google App Engine, which is a cloud computing platform for web applications [6]. There are               

numerous implementations available of Protocol Buffers online which are not officially released by             

Google. The company provides official implementations for C++, C#, Go, Java and Python. 

 

Unlike JSON or XML, Protobuf requires a (1) definition file to be written prior to use and (2) the                   

resulting definition file must be compiled. The definition file contains a message type and all the                

values (including datatype) available on that message type. Additionally, each element is assigned a              

marker, known as a “tag” which is represented as a number. The compiler, known as protoc, generates                 

code in a desired target language. For instance, in order to use Protobuf as an data interchange format                  

between applications written in Python and Java, the compiler must generate code for both languages.               

The definition file must not be altered. 

 

Previously in this thesis, we described the JSON data interchange format by modeling a fictional               

person. The definition file outlined in figure 3.7 below is analogous to the one given in figure 3.3.                  

Unlike JSON, it contains no data since it’s simply a schema. The code uses proto3 syntax. 

 

message Person { 
    string firstName = 1; 
    string lastName = 2; 
    int32 age = 3;  
} 

Figure 3.7. An simple .proto definition file of a fictional Person. 
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When compiling a definition file (as seen in figure 3.8 below) to the Java programming language, the                 

code generator produces a file named PersonProto.java with a Person class and an inner Builder class.                

The Person.Builder class is useful for creating the data inside of the application, while the Person                

class itself is merely used for data storage. All base classes (such as Person) are immutable once built                  

with the Person.Builder. The resulting PersonProto.java file will contain hundreds of lines of code and               

we will therefore omit implementation details for the sake of brevity. 

 

class Person { 
    public String getFirstName(); 
    public String getLastName(); 
    public int getAge(); 
 
    public static class Builder { 
        public Builder setFirstName(String firstName); 
        public Builder setLastName(String lastName); 
        public Builder setAge(int age); 
        public Person build(); 
    } 
} 

Figure 3.8. An simple .proto definition file of a fictional Person. 

 

The Person class can now be used within the application as objects for internal use, object                

serialization or object deserialization. Illustrated in figure 3.9 below. 

 

Person john = Person.newBuilder() 
    .setFirstName(“John”) 
    .setLastName(“Appleseed”) 
    .setAge(40) 
    .build(); 

Figure 3.9. Usage of the Person Builder. 

 

Repeating objects in Protobuf must be defined in a similar fashion to standalone objects. A repeating                

object must define its datatype, name and tag. Additionally, it must be set to ‘repeated’, as shown in                  

figure 3.10 below. 

 

message People { 
    repeated Person people = 1; 
} 

Figure 3.10. An simple proto definition file of a fictional Person.  
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4 Method 

The complete set of research questions were answered by the evaluation of the data produced from the                 

experiments. The reason for answering the research questions solely based on the results from the               

experiments is that all questions can be answered with data produced from an experiment. The               

answers to the research questions could be hypothesised by conducting a thorough literature review.              

However data is clear and precise, therefore the results from experiments are less prone to errors                

because of misunderstandings and misinterpretations. 

 

In preparation for the design of our experiments we have read numerous published papers and               

scientific articles (mainly described in section 3). Based on findings, conclusions and experiences             

gained in earlier studies we were able to better design our own experiments and build upon what has                  

earlier been researched. The earlier studies help in the design of the architecture of the experiments                

from what platform to use, what programming language to use, choosing appropriate data interchange              

format as well as designing what data to collect from the experiments and how to best collect it. We                   

were also able to better understand the data collected and what the major variables are that are                 

affecting the results. This will in turn ensure that the results and conclusions from this thesis is of                  

greater interest to both the research and professional community alike. 
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4.1 Design of the experiment 

The experiments simulated the scenario of a user browsing the web (e.g. an online shopping store), in                 

this scenario, the user requested data from an API to view a list of objects. All experiments were                  

initiated by the client, i.e. the user in the scenario, requesting data (sending a HTTP GET request [8]                  

to the server). Once the server received a request from the client, it was either (a) performing data                  

computation and responding with the requested data, or (b) responding with the data in its raw state,                 

depending on the experiment, as shown in figure 4.1 below. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.1. Request - Response cycle 

 

The data which the server responded with consisted of a list of objects comprised of a number of                  

different properties which was made to resemble a typical object response from an API. 
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4.1.1 Data generation 

Two types of objects were generated for the experiment - Book and Video. The details of each object                  

type are described with a pseudo notation in the next section. Values are generated by the Random                 

class in Java, which uses a 48-bit seed and is modified using a linear congruential formula: 

 whereaX ) mod mXn = ( n−1 + c  

m  = modulus, a   = multiplier and c  = increment 

 

Common for all pseudo notations is a min and a max value followed by the word ‘characters’. This                  

notation shows that the value contains at least min number of characters, but at most max number of                  

characters. Strings are generated in the following ASCII ranges:  

 

Values between ASCII 48 to 57, which consist of  [0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9] 

Values between ASCII 65 to 90, which consist of  [A, B, C, ... , Z] 

Values between ASCII 97 to 122, which consist of  [a, b, c, …, z] 

 

Note that min and a max values which are not followed by the word ‘characters’ are the numerical                  

representations in a range. Values with the type of ‘float’ have an additional notation (“dec”), which                

shows the maximum amount of decimals allowed. 

 

Properties where the notation values are bold and separated by ‘or’ denote that one of the values is                  

always present. 

 

As previously stated, two types of objects were created and transferred from the server to the client.  

1 000 000 objects were generated of each type prior to the experiment phase, where each of the                  

properties in a object were randomly generated using the pseudo notations described in the next               

section.  

 

The generation of objects occurred once during server application start-up and was saved to a file for                 

subsequent experiments to use. Subsequent experiments read the generated file and thereby used the              

same data which was generated in the first run of the server application. Either way, the generated                 

data was loaded into memory and was available for the application to use.  
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4.1.2 Transferred objects 

The Book object is text heavy and resembles a listing of a book in a online shopping store. The title,                    

author and description properties were generated with a varying length of characters, as described in               

the earlier section. E.g., the title property contains at least 10 characters, but at most 30 characters.                 

The image consists of a universally unique identifier, a dot and an extension name. The UUID was                 

generated using UUID.randomUUID().toString() in Java 8. The UUID is merely used to generate a              

unique sequence of 36 characters. The extension name is always ‘png’. The type of book is either                 

DIGITAL, HARDCOVER or PAPERBACK. The details described above can be seen in figure 4.2              

below. 

 

title        String    min=10  max=30 characters 
author       String    min=10  max=20 characters 
description  String    min=100 max=400 characters 
image        String    40 characters: ‘UUID’ + ‘.’ + ‘extension’ 
numInStock   Integer   min=0   max=1000 
price        Float     min=0   max=2000   decimal=2 
type         String    DIGITAL or HARDCOVER or PAPERBACK 
onSale       Boolean   true or false 

Figure 4.2. Book Object 

 

 

The Video object shown in figure 4.3 below, was designed to be heavy on numerical values and low                  

on string values in comparison to the Book object. This object resembles a listing on a video website,                  

e.g. YouTube. The pseudo notation which was described in the Book object also applies here. 

 

uri          String    (continued on next line …) 
43 in total characters: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v= ‘+11 random characters’ 
title        String    min=10  max=30 characters 
format       String    webm or mkv or flv or mp4 or avi or mov or wmv or ogg 
height       Integer   256 | 426 | 640 | 854 | 1280 | 1920 | 2560 | 3840 
width        Integer   144 | 240 | 360 | 480 |  720 | 1080 | 1440 | 2160 
length       Integer   min=10  max=3600 
views        Integer   min=0   max=10000000 
enabled      Boolean   true or false 

Figure 4.3. Video Object 

 

The height and width properties are pairs; an object which has the height property 256, always has the                  

w2idth of 144. 426 corresponds to 240, etc, as shown in figure 4.3 above.  
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4.1.3 Computation models 

Both the client and the server performed a predefined set of work during experiment execution. Five                

different computation models were used to reflect the amount of work which needed to be performed                

on the objects. Computation was performed using the standard sorting implementations available in             

each programming language via the computation models.  

 

The following work was performed each computation model: 

 

● CM 1: All objects were sorted once on one property.  

Book objects were sorted on the author property, while Video objects were sorted on the               

title property. 

 

● CM 2: All objects were sorted once for every property in the object. 

Book objects were sorted in the following order:  

author, description, image, price, numInStock, type and finally onSale. 

 

Video objects were sorted in the following order:  

title, uri, format, height, width, length, views and finally enabled. 

 

● CM 3: All objects are sorted 101 times for every property in the object. 

Both object types were sorted as described in Computation Model 2 (CM2) 

 

● CM 4: All objects are sorted 102 times for every property in the object. 

Both object types were sorted as described in Computation Model 2 (CM2) 

 

● CM 5: All objects are sorted 103 times  for every property in the object. 

Both object types were sorted as described in Computation Model 2 (CM2) 
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4.1.4 Caching 

Experiments were conducted where the client requested the same data to be computed several times               

using the computation models described previously. The client initially received the data and             

computation was performed on either the server or the client. When the data was in its desired state on                   

the client, it requested to have the data computed once more. Computation was achieved by either                

sending a request back to the server (which performed the data computation), or by the client itself                 

(which directly performed the data computation on the cached data). This approach was used to run                

data computation several times in the experiments to examine the efficiency of caching data on the                

client. The experiments were run with a varying number of objects to be computed in order to                 

determine if there’s a threshold for when it’s beneficial to compute the data on either entity. 

 

4.1.5 Environment 

The experiments were conducted in a controlled environment, in order to not to have outside               

interference affect the results. Both the server and client were running on a freshly installed operating                

systems. Only software which was required by the experiments was installed on each machine, this               

ensured that other background tasks in either system did not affect the results, as shown in table 4.1                  

below. 

 

Table 4.1. Client and server system specifications 

 Server Client 

Processor Intel Core i7-3770K, 4 cores 

(with hyperthreading) 

Intel Core i5-760, 4 cores 

(no hyperthreading available) 

Memory 16 GB DDR3 RAM 8 GB DDR3 RAM 

Software Oracle Java JDK 8 (v. 1.8.0_121) 

Dropwizard 1.0.6 

Firefox (53.0 64-bit) 

protobuf.js 6.6.3 

OS Debian 8 (Jessie 8.7) Windows 10 Pro (v. 1703, build 15063.138) 
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The two systems were connected directly over the local area network via a 1 Gbit/s Ethernet interface                 

where no outside influence from e.g. routers or switches would be able to affect the results. 

 

Debian was chosen as the server operating system because it is open source and commonly used as a                  

web server operating system. An W3Tech survey conducted in April 2017 shows it to the be 2nd most                  

popular operating system for web servers after Ubuntu [15]. Ubuntu was not chosen as an operating                

system because it is distributed with more pre-installed packages out-of-the-box than Debian. This             

counter-measure eliminated the extraneous packages and/or services which were not needed by the             

experimental setup. To run the server software of the experiment, Java was required to be installed.                

The Java version installed on the server was Oracles distribution of Java 8 Development Kit. 

 

The server entity was running a popular open source REST framework - Dropwizard. It’s written in                

Java and is a framework used for high-performance, RESTful web services. 

 

Windows 10 was used as the operating system for the client because of its popularity. Windows is a                  

proprietary operating system developed by Microsoft. Windows 10 is the latest version of Windows,              

released June 2015. It was chosen because it is commonly used by people browsing the web (the use                  

case the client is supposed to resemble). The most recent survey by conducted by NetmarketShare               

shows Windows to have around a 90% market share worldwide and Windows 10 to have around 25 %                  

market share [16].  

 

The executed client software used in the experiments was written in pure JavaScript. The client               

requested data from the server using the Fetch API, which in turn, returned a Promise. The requests                 

were made synchronously. 

 

In order to deserialize XML and JSON payloads, the native implementation of the browser was used.                

Since there is no standard deserialization technique available in the browser for Protobuf, we used the                

popular protobuf.js library. The alternative to the protobuf.js was Google’s own Protobuf library,             

which at the time of writing was deemed to be beta software. As previously stated, Protobuf requires                 

developers to supply a definition file. The protobuf.js library reads this definition file and uses it to                 

construct objects which the application can use. 
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The following deserialization techniques were used for each data interchange format: 

● XML deserialization: the payload was requested and resolved using response.text(). The           

text was passed to the DOMParser API where all properties were mapped to a object literal.                

At this point, the application was able to use the deserialized data. 

● JSON deserialization: the payload was requested and resolved using response.json(). The           

browser created a object immediately which was available for the application to use. 

● Protobuf deserialization: the payload was requested and resolved using         

response.arrayBuffer(). The resulting buffer was passed to an Uint8Array() and finally           

to the ObjectType.decode() method provided by protobuf.js. In our case, the ObjectType            

refers to either Book or Video. At this point, the data was deserialized and available for the                 

application to use. 

 

Each request and response cycle was timed where the timer was started and stopped by the client. The                  

timer needed to be in high resolution since each request / response cycle could be finalized in mere                  

milliseconds. Therefore, the Performance API - which has a resolution of a microsecond - was used to                 

record all timings. We describe the request and response cycle in the next section of this thesis.  

 

To run the client software of the experiment a web browser was required. The web browser installed                 

and used for the experiments was Firefox. It is a very popular web browser developed by Mozilla.                 

Netmarketshare.com shows it to have around 11.8% marketshare worldwide [17].  

 

The most popular web browser, Google Chrome, was attempted to be used for experiments. However,               

a bug in the ArrayBuffer implementation caused the browser to not release memory properly,              

essentially causing a memory leak. Google Chrome allows a browser tab to utilize 4GB of total                

memory until it is permanently killed. We were not able to perform experiments with 10 000 number                 

of objects and higher. 
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4.1.6 Measured Values 

The results measured from the experiments were recorded by the client software, since the client is                

responsible for initiating and completing the experiment. The time was measured from when the client               

initiated the request to when it had received the response in it’s desired state, including the possible                 

re-computing on the client. All experiments were repeated 100 times and the average response time               

was measured for all experiments. ds is the dataset size and can be any of following: 

 

d s = { 10, 100, 1 000, 10 000, 100 000 } 

 

All experiments were be repeated several times for each dataset size, ds , using the Book and Video                  

object types, XML, JSON and the Protobuf interchange data formats. The experiments were executed              

both with data compression (GZIP) enabled as well as disabled. 

 

To increase the confidence level in the results every experiment was executed with 100 iterations. To                

avoid the influence of cache misses in the results, a “warm-up” was used. Meaning, for every                

experiment, an additional 100 number of iterations were executed before the starting to collect data.               

To further increase the confidence level of the results, erroneous data and outliers were removed from                

the collected data in the experiments. The possible source of the erroneous data collected could come                

from potential packet losses in the network connection or possible race conditions. To remove this               

erroneous data the standard deviation calculated from the data was used. The standard deviation              

quantifies the dispersion of a dataset. First, the average value of the whole dataset was calculated.  

 

 

The values outside the average    

2 standard deviations were±    

removed. The average of the     

remaining dataset was   

calculated and the result saved     

as the result of the experiment.     

Giving the results a confidence     

level that is of a order       σ  μ ± 2  

(95 %). Figure 4.4 to the right      

shows a typical normalized   

plot.  

Figure 4.4. Statistical properties of data 
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4.2 Experiments step-by-step 

Following is a step-by-step description how the experiments were conducted. 

The experiments listed below were run with the following parameters. 

● Data Interchange Format: JSON | Protobuf | XML 

● Object: Book | Video 

● GZIP: ON | OFF 

● Number of transferred objects: 10 | 100 | 1000 | 10 000 | 100 000 

 

Experiment 1: No computation  

1. The client is initiated. A timer is started by the client. 

2. The client requests to obtain ds  number of objects from the server. 

3. The server sends a response with the objects back to the client. 

4. The client stops the timer, the starting time and ending time is recorded. 

 

 

Experiment 2: Computation on server 
1. The client is initiated. A timer is started by the client. 

2. The client requests to obtain ds  number of objects from the server. 

3. The server performs data computation on the dataset and sends a response with the objects               

back to the client. 

4. The client stops the timer, the starting time and ending time is recorded. 

 

 

Experiment 3: Computation on client 
1. The client is initiated. A timer is started by the client. 

2. The client requests to obtain ds  number of objects from the server. 

3. The server sends a response with the objects back to the client. 

4. The client performs data computation on the dataset. 

5. The client stops the timer, the starting time and ending time is recorded. 
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Experiment 4: No caching, computation on server 
1. The client is initiated. A timer is started by the client. 

2. The client requests to obtain ds  number of objects from the server. 

3. The server performs data computation on the dataset and sends a response with the objects               

back to the client. 

4. The client requests to obtain the dataset again. 

5. The server performs data computation on the dataset again and sends a response with the               

objects back to the client. 

6. The client stops the timer, the starting time and ending time is recorded. 

 

 

Experiment 5: Caching, computation on client 
1. The client is initiated. A timer is started by the client. 

2. The client requests to obtain ds  number of objects from the server. 

3. The server sends a response with the objects back to the client. 

4. The client performs data computation on the dataset. 

5. The client performs data computation the objects in the dataset once more. 

6. The client stops the timer, the starting time and ending time is recorded. 
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4.3 Limitations and validity threats 

There exists an endless amount of different types of hardware, both for client and server. The                

experiments in this thesis were executed on one combination of server and client. The selection of the                 

type of hardware is a very strong contributing factor to the response time between a client and a                  

server. This a a possible validity threat to this thesis. We dealt with this by choosing a typical server /                    

client hardware setup. Meaning, the server is substantially more powerful than the client. 

 

Another possible validity threat to the results of this thesis is the network connection between the two                 

entities. In a real world scenario, a client and server is rarely directly connected over a LAN; but                  

instead connected over the Internet in a vast network of nodes, i.e., via routers and switches. The node                  

traversal would considerably affect the response time of a request between client and server and               

therefore naturally affect the results of the experiments. However, the router and switches that make               

up the Internet is something that is not possible to control within the experiments and is therefore left                  

out. Instead, the entities are connected directly over LAN, implying an extremely steady and fast               

connection. In order to mimic the network conditions of the internet a limited bandwidth was imposed                

on the network via the ethernet interface in Windows. 

 

Modern computers performs an extremely large number tasks every second. To avoid tasks performed              

by the operating systems and other software interfering with the executing of the experiments and               

affecting the results. Clean installed computers were used for both entities only software needed for               

the experiments installed. To further improved the data outliers was removed from the collected              

datasets. 
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5 Results and Analysis 

This chapter combines the results and analysis from the performed experiments; divided into three              

subsections with results and analysis in each. The three subsections are interchange formats, server vs.               

client side computation and finally caching. The results from section 5.1 were used to answer RQ1                

and RQ2, section 5.2 to answer RQ3 and RQ5 and  section 5.3 to answer RQ4 and RQ5.  

 

5.1 Comparing data interchange formats and GZIP on / off 

No computation was performed for the results depicted in this section, i.e. no computation model was                

used on either the server or the client for the following results. 

 

5.1.1 Results 

The diagrams below focus on showing what effect the choice of data interchange format has on the                 

response time. They also show how the choice of data interchange format together with GZIP set to                 

ON or OFF affected the response times. The response times measured from the experiments are               

depicted in the y-axis of the diagrams, lower values are considered to be the best. All experiments                 

were repeated a 100 times and the average response time from the 100 requests was recorded and                 

collected. The title at the top shows the amount of objects transferred in each request. 

 

 

 

 

 

(The results are available on the next page …) 
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Book object - 10 Mbit/s bandwidth throttling 

The results shown in figures 5.1 - 5.4 below were produced with bandwidth throttling set to 10 Mbit/s                  

full duplex. The following diagrams show the response time of transferring the Book object. The               

results from transferring 100 000 objects are not included since the response time with bandwidth               

throttling on were extremely long (~30+ s) and would not be feasible to use in a web application. 

 

  

  

 
Figure 5.1. 10 Book objects,  

10 Mbit/s bandwidth throttling 

 
Figure 5.2. 100 Book object, 

10 Mbit/s bandwidth throttling 

 
Figure 5.3. 1000 Book objects, 
10 Mbit/s bandwidth throttling 

 
Figure 5.4. 10 000 Book objects, 
10 Mbit/s bandwidth throttling 
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Book object - no bandwidth throttling 

Figures 5.5 - 5.9 show the results from the same experiment setup as the previous page except no                  

bandwidth throttling was used. 

  

  

 

 
Figure 5.5. 10 Book objects,  

no bandwidth throttling 

 
Figure 5.6. 100 Book objects,  

no bandwidth throttling 

 
Figure 5.7. 1000 Book objects,  

no bandwidth throttling 
Figure 5.8. 10 000 Book objects,  

no bandwidth throttling 

 
Figure 5.9. 10 000 Book objects, no bandwidth throttling 
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Video object - 10 Mbit/s bandwidth throttling 

The results shown below in figures 5.10 - 5.13 were produced with bandwidth throttling set to 10                 

Mbit/s full duplex. They show the response time of transferring the Video object. Similarly to Book                

objects, the results of transferring 100 000 objects are not included since the response time with                

bandwidth limiting on were extremely long, and thus not feasible for a web application. 

 

  

  

 
Figure 5.10. 10 Video objects,  
10 Mbit/s bandwidth throttling 

 
Figure 5.11. 100 Video objects,  
10 Mbit/s bandwidth throttling 

 
Figure 5.12. 1000 Video objects,  
10 Mbit/s bandwidth throttling 

 
Figure 5.13. 10 000 Video objects,  

10 Mbit/s bandwidth throttling 
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Video object - no bandwidth throttling 

The diagrams in figures 5.14 - 5.18 show the results from the same experiment setup as the previous                  

page except no bandwidth throttling was used. 

  

  

 

 
Figure 5.14. 10 Video objects,  

No bandwidth throttling 

 
Figure 5.15. 100 Video objects,  

No bandwidth throttling 

 
Figure 5.16. 1000 Video objects,  

No bandwidth throttling 

 
Figure 5.17. 10 000 Video objects,  

No bandwidth throttling 

 
Figure 5.18. 100 000 Video objects, no bandwidth throttling 
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5.1.2 Analysis 

Previous studies showed that the serialization size, serialization and deserialization speed differs a lot              

depending on the chosen interchange format. Generally, binary data interchange formats show better             

results than JSON in both size as well as speed, while XML shows significantly worse results [1].  

Book object 

The results from transferring the Book object with GZIP disabled, seen in figures 5.1 - 5.4, show a                  

lower response time using the Protobuf interchange format as compared to JSON and XML. The same                

results were observed when transferring 10 all the way to 10 000 number of objects. Using Protobuf                 

compared to JSON does show about a 1.18 to 1.22 times faster response time. Compared to XML it is                   

about 1.25 to 1.47 times faster, as reflected in figures 5.1 - 5.4. However, with GZIP enabled for the                   

HTTP requests, the same improvements on the response time were not observed. Protobuf still              

performs better compared to XML but not compared to JSON. The results are instead very even                

between Protobuf and JSON, where JSON is up to 1.08 times faster than Protobuf. 

 

The diagrams seen in figures 5.5 - 5.9, show the results from the same experiments with a bandwidth                  

limit 100 times higher, at 1000 Mbit/s full duplex (the maximum speed of the network interface cards                 

used). The results show that JSON outperforms both Protobuf and XML, even with and without GZIP                

enabled. With GZIP disabled, JSON shows about a 1.07 times faster response time with 10 Book                

objects transferred, and up to 3.20 times faster when transferring 10 000 objects. Enabling GZIP               

lowers JSONs performance improvements over Protobuf from 3.20 to 1.82 times faster with 10 000               

objects transferred. Protobuf still performs better than XML in all scenarios, for any number of               

transferred objects both with and without GZIP enabled. These results were not be observed in               

previous studies comparing interchange formats since they only observed the speed and size of object               

serialization and deserialization.  
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Video object 

Previous studies show that binary data interchange formats like Protobuf show best performance             

improvements compared to JSON and XML when the data consists mainly of primitive data types [1].                

The Video object is such an object, and contains significantly less text based properties than the Book                 

object. In figures 5.10 - 5.13, Protobufs advantage with the Video objects primitive data types are                

reflected on the total response time. Compared to the results using the Book object, Protobuf did                

perform better. Transferring 10 objects with Protobuf is about 1.20 times faster than with JSON, when                

increasing the number of objects to 10 000, it is about 1.76 times faster than with JSON. 

 

This is a significant difference in response time that would most definitely be noticeable by the user.                 

XML showed the worst response time when transferring any number of objects while JSON came               

roughly in the between Protobuf and XML.  

 

With GZIP enabled for the transfer of Video objects, the same results were observed as with GZIP                 

enabled when transferring Book objects. Instead, JSON outperforms Protobuf with up to 1.19 times              

faster response times. XML still showed the worst response time and Protobuf if coming in after                

JSON on any number of transferred objects. Figures 5.14 - 5.18 also show similar effects to figures                 

5.5 - 5.9, negating Protobufs advantage when the bandwidth is not limited. 

 

The reason for Protobuf not showing the same performance improvements over the other interchange              

formats (as seen in previous studies), is largely due to the resulting size difference of the HTTP                 

requests and GZIP. When the bandwidth is a limitation, the request with smallest size has the lower                 

response time. Thus Protobuf is faster with GZIP disabled. However, with GZIP enabled the resulting               

request size is almost identical, essentially eliminating the size advantage of Protobuf. JSON has a               

lower response time with GZIP enabled is because the serialization of Protobuf objects consumes              

more processing in the HTTP layer. The results show that when the request size is the same, or the                   

bandwidth is not limited, the best performing interchange format is the one requiring the least amount                

processing.  
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5.2 Server vs. client side computation 

5.2.1 Results 

The diagrams in figures 5.19, 5.20, 5.21 and 5.22 show what effect performing data computation on                

the server versus the client side has on the measured response times. The title of each graph shows the                   

amount of objects transferred. The x-axis shows the computation model used for the requests (see               

“Computation Models” in chapter 4), while the y-axis shows the response time in milliseconds (ms).               

For these experiments, the Book object was used, bandwidth throttling was set to 10 Mbit/s full                

duplex. GZIP was disabled since the size of the transferred data - where GZIP plays a big role - does                    

not affect the extra time required by the data computation on either the server or the client. 

 

 

 

Figure 5.19. Server and client side computation on 10 Book objects using all computation models 
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Figure 5.20. Server and client side computation on 100 Book objects using all computation models 
 

 

Figure 5.21. Server and client side computation on 1000 Book objects using all computation models 
 

 

Figure 5.22. Server and client side computation on 10 000 Book objects using all computation models  
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5.2.2 Analysis 

Clients have often been regarded as not being capable of a large amount of computation. These results                 

show how efficient the client side computation has become. The diagrams show how the response               

time is affected by performing computation on the client or the server with differing number of                

objects. The diagrams in figures 5.19, 5.20, 5.21 and 5.22 show that with little computation               

(equivalent to computation model 3 or less) the resulting difference on the response time is almost                

unnoticeable for computation model 1 and 2. However, the results from computation model 4, and               

especially 5, show that when performing very computation heavy tasks, it is significantly faster to do                

so on the server side. The same holds true when increasing the amount of objects. More objects means                  

more processing, and thereby, giving the edge to the server. 

 

The main reason computation is faster when performed on the server is likely because of the                

differences between nature of the applications and the programming languages. JavaScript is an             

interpreted language. The code is not compiled; the web browser loads the code and interprets it at                 

runtime. Java, however, is a compiled language, the code is compiled and the application executed as                

a standalone application. This gives Java less overhead to use the computers resources (CPU and               

RAM) giving it an edge when performing heavy computation.  

 

A threshold point is observed at computation model 4. When data computation is equivalent to               

computation model 4 and above, the computation should be performed on the server. Computation              

equivalent to computation model 3 and lower, results in very little difference on the response time.                

Almost so small, that they are unnoticeable. Meaning that, at these levels, computation could be               

performed on either entity with regards to the response time. From a developer point of view, the most                  

cost effective solution is to implement the computation on the server. 

 

From a business perspective, it should strongly be considered to perform computation on the server               

when the amount of computation equals computation model 4 and higher. The impact on the resulting                

response time will be significant and will likely affect the user experience. 
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5.3 Caching 

5.3.1 Results 

For these experiments the Book object were transferred, JSON was used as the data interchange               

format and GZIP was turned off. Results from transferring the Video object as well as using other                 

data interchange formats are not depicted because they display the same ratio between client and               

server side data computation, with regards to caching. 

 

10 Mbit/s bandwidth throttling 

The diagrams in figures 5.23, 5.24, 5.25 and 5.26 depict the results from the experiments measuring                

the effect caching has on the response time. The title of each graph shows the amount of objects                  

transferred. The x-axis shows the computation model used for the requests (see “Computation             

Models” in chapter 4), while the y-axis shows the response time in milliseconds (ms). 

 

 

Figure 5.23. Caching 10 Book objects, computing using models 2-5 with 10 Mbit/s bandwidth throttling 
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Figure 5.24. Caching 100 Book objects, computing using models 2-4 with 10 Mbit/s bandwidth throttling 
 

 

Figure 5.25. Caching 1000 Book objects, computing using models 2-4 and 10 Mbit/s bandwidth throttling 
 

 

Figure 5.26. Caching 10 000 Book objects, computing using models 2-3 and 10 Mbit/s bandwidth throttling 
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The diagram shown in figure 5.27 depicts how many times faster it is not to use caching, but instead                   

sending another request to compute data on the server (versus performing computation directly on the               

client, with already cached data). 

  

 

Figure 5.27. Caching vs. sending additional compute requests with 10 Mbit/s bandwidth throttling 
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No bandwidth throttling 

The diagrams in figures 5.28, 5.29, 5.30 and 5.31 show the results of the measured response time from                  

the same experiments as previously except with no limit on the bandwidth (maximum interface speed               

at 1000 Mbit/s).  

 

 

Figure 5.28. Caching 10 Book objects, computing using models 2-5 with no bandwidth throttling 
 
 

 

Figure 5.29. Caching 100 Book objects, computing using models 2-4 with no bandwidth throttling 
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Figure 5.30. Caching 1000 Book objects, computing using models 2-3 with no bandwidth throttling 
 
 

 

Figure 5.31. Caching 10 000 Book objects, computing using models 2-3 with no bandwidth throttling 
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Figure 5.32 depicts how many times faster it is not using caching, without any bandwidth limit. 

 

 

Figure 5.32. Caching vs. sending additional compute requests with no bandwidth throttling 
 

5.3.2 Analysis 

The results from the experiments depicting caching show the effectiveness of using or not using               

caching when data computation needs to be performed more than once. The client sends a request to                 

the server, computation is performed once (either on the server or the client). Afterwards, the client                

either requests the server to perform computation again or performs computation on the already              

cached data. Earlier studies have shown that caching in the browser stage improves the delivery of                

web items [18]. These results add the time required to perform data computation on top of simply                 

delivering the items. 

 

The diagrams in figures 5.23, 5.24, 5.25 and 5.26 show the results of caching efficiency with the                 

bandwidth limited to 10 Mbit/s. The results do show a significant difference in the measured response                

time between the different computation models, as well as between the number of transferred objects.               

When transferring 10 objects, the response time is essentially half for computation model 3 and lower                

when using caching as opposed to sending another request to the server. For computation model 4 the                 

response time is essentially the same, but for computation model 5 sending another request to the                
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server nearly cuts the response time in half. Similar results are observed increasing the number of                

transferred objects to 100 and 1000 objects. However, sending another request to the server is more                

beneficial when more object are transferred. Seen clearly comparing the results of computation model              

4 with differing number of transferred objects. 

 

The diagrams in figures 5.28, 5.29, 5.30 and 5.31 show the results of caching efficiency with the same                  

computation models and number of transferred objects without bandwidth limitations. The results            

show a similar trend to those with a bandwidth limit, except that in every scenario less computation is                  

required for it to be beneficial to send another request to the server and let it perform the work instead                    

of letting the client itself perform the work on the cached data. However for few objects, computation                 

equivalent to computation model 3 and less is still faster with caching. With 100 objects computation                

model 3 results in essentially an equal response time and computation model 4 is significantly faster                

on the without caching. With more objects computation model 3 is always faster without caching and                

computation model 2 is essentially equal in the measured response time. 

 

When a lot of computation is required the server has a distinct advantage when performing the                

computation. When little computation is needed, the extra time required for the actual HTTP request               

is much longer than the additional time required by the client performing the computation. Resulting               

in caching being very efficient. The threshold for efficient caching with limited bandwidth is when               

less computation than computing model 4 needs to be performed. With no bandwidth limit the               

threshold is already at less computation than computation model 3 with 1000 objects and more. 
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6 Discussion 

What’s been investigated in this thesis are several very significant key factors affecting the response               

time of a HTTP request made to a REST API. In this section, we discuss our presented findings and                   

answer the posed research questions. 

  

RQ1 How does the choice of data interchange format affect the response time? 

It has been quantitatively shown that the data size will differ a lot depending on the data interchange                  

format used [2]. As shown by the results, data size is often a significant factor which greatly affects                  

the response time of a HTTP request. The interchange format which results in the smallest data size                 

after serialization will often result in the shortest response time, giving a very significant advantage to                

the binary interchange format Protobuf over JSON and XML. However, as seen in the results, when                

GZIP is enabled the advantage obtained from Protobufs smaller serialization size is negated.             

Compression is enabled by 71.5 % of all websites, and GZIP is used by 98.9 % them [19].                  

Compressing HTTP requests is so effective that the effect on the response time from the interchange                

formats serialization size is essentially negated on 71.5 % of all websites. Effectively meaning that the                

interchange format which requires the least amount of processing time in both entities will be the                

format resulting in the lower response time. In this case instead giving the advantage to JSON. 

  

RQ2 How does GZIP affect the response time? 

The influence GZIP present on the response time of a HTTP request greatly depends on the                

surrounding environment where the request is made. The effect GZIP has on the request alone is a                 

reduced request size. How much the size is reduced depends on the type of data in the request.                  

Naturally meaning that the response time benefits from GZIP the most when the available bandwidth               

is the bottleneck, i.e. when the available bandwidth is low. When the bandwidth is not a bottleneck,                 

then GZIP affects the response time in a negative way, increasing the overall response time. This is                 

due to the extra computation needed when executing the compression algorithm. Which then             

superseeds the extra time required to transfer the larger uncompressed request. Potentially making a              

case for not using GZIP when there is total control of the network, i.e. not relying on the public                   

internet. 
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RQ3 Where is it most favourable to perform calculations in order to decrease the response              

time, client or server? 

What can be observed from the results is that it is in fact always faster to perform data computation on                    

the server. However, unless the amount of computation is extensive, equivalent to sorting all 102 times                

for every property in the object, the resulting difference on the response time from performing               

computation on either entity is almost insignificant. When more computation is required there is a               

substantially lower response time when performing computation on the server. 

 

RQ4 In the case of caching, how does an already cached dataset influence the results in terms                

of total time of execution? 

The impact on the total execution time from whether or not client side caching is used when                 

computation needs to be done twice is significant, in certain cases favorable while others unfavorable.               

Conclusions can partly be drawn from the results only comparing server and client side computation.               

When small amounts of computation is required e.g. sorting a dataset on one property, both entities                

are almost equally fast. When not using caching, assuming computation is equally fast on both               

entities, total execution will be lower if the time to complete another request to the server is                 

significant. This is supported by the results showing that the total execution time can essentially be                

reduced by half when caching is used. However when the amount of computation is very significant                

caching is instead a hindrance to a low total execution time. This is due to the server being much                   

faster at certain jobs than the client, even with the extra overhead of another request to the server, the                   

total execution time is much lower when delegating the computation to the server. 

  

RQ5 What amount of computation favors performing data computation on the client or the             

server? 

The answer to this question very much depends on the specific environment between the entities               

involved. The hardware available in each entity, the network bandwidth between the entities and              

number of clients connected to the server are a few of several factors affecting the answer to this                  

question. These experiments were conducted in a controlled environment with different levels of             

available bandwidth to exclude many of these other factors. 

 

When computation only needs to be done once it is always faster to do on the server. If computation                   

needs to be done more than once and the data is cached by the client it should preferably be done on                     

the client if the amount of computation is equal or less than sorting all objects 10 times on every                   

property. If the available bandwidth is roughly around 10 Mbit/s and more computation is required               

then it’s better to delegate the work to the server. 
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7 Conclusion 

Short response times are critical for modern web services, heavily impacting their success.             

Experiments to find the shortest response time were performed by (1) comparing the XML, JSON and                

Protobuf interchange formats, (2) having GZIP enabled or disabled and (3) performing computation             

on both the client and server. 

 

It’s been previously shown that Protobuf has a significantly smaller serialization footprint than XML              

and JSON, which would likely imply a shorter response time. Despite this, the response time is not                 

improved when using Protobuf on the web. To get the overall lowest possible response time, JSON is                 

the format that should be used with GZIP enabled. Except in the cases where compression isn’t a                 

viable option or total control of the network is attained. In these cases, Protobuf can show an                 

improved response time and should thus be used. 

 

When computation is required it should preferably be performed on the server, especially when the               

amount of computation is high, this results in the lowest response times overall. For simple tasks (like                 

sorting a dataset once) computation could be done on either entity since the difference in response                

time is small. When computation is required more than once, it’s beneficial for simple tasks to be                 

computed on the client directly using a caching mechanism. The overhead of another request would               

otherwise significantly increase the total response time. The opposite holds true when the dataset is               

large and extensive amounts of computation is required. For these cases it favorable for the               

computation to be delegated to the server. Performing computation at the server firstly and              

subsequently at the client yields the best of two worlds. 
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8 Future Work 

In this thesis the effect on the response time from different interchange formats were compared and                

evaluated. Described below is further research that could be done to additionally build upon the               

conclusions in chapter 7. 

 

The web is only one environment where the choice of interchange format would play a big part.                 

Further research into how different interchange formats affect the response time in other environments              

would be of great interest. For instance directly transferring data streams (such as sockets). If less                

overhead of the web was involved when using the formats it would likely affect the results. 

 

The Java REST framework called Dropwizard was used in the server for these experiments. This is                

only one of very many available REST frameworks. Another area of research that would be               

interesting would be how the choice of different REST frameworks affect the resulting response time. 

 

These experiments were executed in a very controlled environment with only one client and one               

server. An area worth researching is how several clients connected to the same server could affect the                 

total resulting response time for all clients involved. Especially the experiments comparing client and              

server side computation, if the server is handling more work by different clients simultaneously it’s               

likely that the results would be different. 

 

The type of client used in the experiments was a PC. Research investigating how the response time                 

would differ by other type of clients, i.e. smartphones, tablets and laptops etc. With different types of                 

hardware it’s very likely computation on the client or the server respectively would differ and possible                

showing other advantages and disadvantages to where computation is performed.  
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